For this Global Water Healing prayer, we use the Violet Flame, also called
the Violet Ray, which is said to be the most powerful tool for Healing &
Transformation that Humanity has ever known. This makes perfect sense because
the Violet Flame is the combined frequencies of Father Mother God. It combines
what is described as the Blue Ray of Power from the Divine Masculine, and the
Pink Ray of Love from the Divine Feminine (Holy Spirit)– so it is the very
essence of Father Mother God! The Violet Flame is a special DISPENSATION
to help us transform ourselves and our world at this pivotal time. As the Holy
Children of God, we can invoke the Violet Flame in order to transform and
uplift any substance or situation into a higher expression of Love and Light
and Divine Perfection.
This particular water blessing & decree came through a collaboration with
the dolphins, who are inviting us to partner with them to create Human-Dolphin
teams for cleaning up the oceans, restoring a healthy balance to the planet and
Manifesting Heaven on Earth! The Violet Flame is a powerful tool that these
Human-Dolphin teams are encouraged to use for this purpose. We first use the
following blessing to Heal and Transform our own bodies – which are certainly our
most PERSONAL relationship with water. Then we will use the Violet Ray to
Heal and Transform all the water of the Earth until it is PRISTINE and
VIBRANTLY HEALTHY according to the Divine Templates for Heaven on
Earth! — Donna Kassewitz

Violet Flame Decree for Global Water Healing:
Mighty I AM Presence Bright
We call forth your Gift of Light
We invoke the Violet Ray
To Transform us ALL this Very Day.
We are One with the Violet Flame
Now fully manifest in Human and Dolphin form
To serve the Cause of Light
To Manifest Heaven on Earth.
We invoke the Violet Ray
to heal and transform
ALL Water on Earth
every underground spring
every tranquil pond and lake
every flowing stream
every river, large and small
every gulf and every bay
every sea and every ocean
every cloud and every raindrop
every iceberg and glacier
every particle of water in every life form on Earth
is now bathed in Holy Light
and uplifted in Divine Perfection
And so it is!

